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Vertical Open Spaces

STRUCTURE: Without an architectural and constructi-
ve solution, a vertical open space is not possible. An 
“open space architecture” is a combination of interior 
+ exterior, landscape architecture and architecture. A 
vertical open space makes previously unusable vertical 
space potentially accessible and usable - thus creating 
„more“ available space. There is a rise in spatial com-
plexity compared to horizontal open spaces: Constructi-
on and approval work are significantly higher (04 const-
ructional implementation Stuttgart). In order to render 
walking on vertical surfaces possible, a structure like 
a scaffold is necessary. Compared to a horizontal open 
space, significantly higher costs are to be expected (03 
„Best Practice“ MFO-Park). In some cases, if the ver-
tical open space assumes a function that is necessary 
for a building project, such as accessibility e.g. an 
access balcony (02 project analysis), the cost increa-
se is moderate. It should also be noted that architec-
tural structures are spatially determined and difficult 
to change once built. The advantage of a horizontal open 
space is its adaptive properties. Any changes that oc-
cur can be more easily integrated and consolidated, e.g. 
„trails“ in public green spaces. 
ACCESS: The vertical structure is accessed by stairs, 
ramps or an elevator. (01 Own designs) Without this ac-
cess, no accessible usable space can be created. Thus 
entering a vertical open space is usually a conscious 
decision, since reaching these heights is often associ-
ated with physical exertion (02 project analyses). In 
contrast, horizontal open spaces are usually entered wi-
thout thresholds. This specific characteristic is a chal-
lenge in planning an inclusive barrier-free open space. 
(01 Own designs) 

Verticality, leaving the horizontal and looking „up“ 
provides great fascination.
That this change of view is quite unusual becomes clear 
when we realize that humans have always moved and ori-
ented themselves horizontally. „For this reason, opti-
cal power was mainly oriented in the horizontal plane, 
because the danger zone was mainly on the side.“ (Fruti-
ger, Adrian, „Der Mensch und seine Zeichen“, Matrix Ver-
lag, Wiesbaden, 2004, pp. 25-26). Due to this prehisto-
ric characteristic, buildings that offer a view and are 
points of orientation, such as observation towers, are 
of particular importance (02 project analyses). Through 
the staging of the vertical, a vertical open space of-
fers an attractive, playful and exciting experience.

An accessible height-orientated outdoor space also al-
ways carries the risk that the users of this open space 
may fall and thus suffer injury. Particular care must 
be taken with children. Moreover, there is always the 
danger, especially with the use of grates, that objects 
can fall to the lower levels. Accordingly, in contrast 
to horizontal open spaces, a vertical space needs spe-
cial attention for fall protection systems and safety. 
(04 Implementation Munich). Particularly in areas with 
increased building density, vertical open spaces also 
offer potential for conflict with adjacent residential 
uses in the case of frequent use. The resulting noise 
is not primarily on the ground floor – as it is the case 
with horizontal open spaces – it is also throughout the 
height of the structure and on other floors. (03 „Best 
Practice“ MFO Park)

Different vegetation and maintenance concepts are more 
necessary for a vertical open space than for horizon-
tal open spaces, not only because of the often missing 
ground relation. (02 Project analyses) Dealing with the 
time factor is a major challenge here. (01 Own designs) 
Trees have to grow and often only develop their full 
splendour in old age. The architecture is often cont-
rary to this – it begins to age and is either renovated 
or demolished. It is therefore important to consciously 
design a hybrid building with a view to the time factor 
and to make the plant selection accordingly. (03 „Best 
Practice“ Platanenkubus).

The layering of open space creates a „top“ and a „bot-
tom“. The natural supply of horizontal open spaces with 
light and rain is only marginal in a vertical open spa-
ce. The initial spatial situation is different and must 
be designed and developed accordingly. (02 Project ana-
lyses) Spatial layering also often contains a separation 
that can have consequences on a social level. Sometimes, 
the upper layers acquire an exclusive character, crea-
ting a dark, less attractive „bottom“. The lower floors 
also have their advantages in terms of weather protec-
tion. Through the layering in the vertical direction, a 
vertical open space also automatically receives increa-
sed visibility as a horizontal open space. The open spa-
ce thus also becomes three-dimensionally visible in the 
urban structure. This special feature also partly exp-
lains why vertical open spaces, such as High Line Park 
in New York, can contribute to the gentrification of ur-
ban districts (03 „Best Practice“ High Line Park).

The use of verticality in relation to open space provi-
des a new spectrum of possible uses. Programmes such as 
climbing for example, playfully exploit the potential 
of height (02 project analyses). Due to spatial limit-
ations, the possibilities are also limited (01 Own de-
signs). Some classic open space uses such as ball games 
that require a lot of floor space are often difficult to 
realize vertically. Moreover, the consideration of gra-
vity is also an issue - objects used can fall. Gravity 
can also be seen and consciously staged as a design po-
tential, such as water games over several storeys.
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Thinking open spaces vertically 
– new perspectives

Thinking about verticality - A change of perspective ex-
pands space and opens up new points of view. This change 
also enables a new way of thinking about the future of 
urban open spaces, because if we expand horizontal open 
spaces into verticality, we find new and inspiring per-
spectives. Considering urgent social problems and cli-
matic challenges worldwide, these new approaches are now 
more necessary than ever: How do we want to live to-
gether in the cities of the future? We need to find new 
answers - especially spatial ones.

The basis of this design-based doctoral project is the 
consideration of the relationship between verticality 
and open space – initially separately with their specific 
characteristics, then in spatial combination: as “verti-
cal open space”. In a first definitory approach, a “verti-
cal open space” is a layered, accessible, “exterior spa-
ce“ with at least two levels.
 
To date, no systematic reappraisal of this type of open 
space had been carried out. For a wider and conscious 
use of “vertical open space” in design practice, through 
the professions of Landscape Architecture and Archi-
tecture, a specialist knowledge is essential. This de-
sign-based doctoral project aims to close this gap and 
to provide an overview of specific features of “vertical 
open spaces” in addition to basic principles such as ca-
tegorisation and definition.

The following is the first attempt to collect and struc-
ture our knowledge of these basic principles of „verti-
cal open spaces“. Accordingly, this overview of „speci-
fics of vertical open spaces“ should be understood as a 
first set of design – as an approach. This knowledge de-
veloped over a period of five years, was gained through 
01 own designs, 110 02 project analyses and the evalua-
tion and interpretation of these via cluster analyses 
according to Heinz Bude (Die Kunst der Interpretation. 
In: Uwe Flick, u.a. (Hg.): Qualitative Forschung. Ein 
Handbuch. Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 2000; S. 569-
578), selected 03 „Best Practice“ analyses of built pro-
jects, own planned 04 constructional implementations and 
general literature and Internet research.
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THINKING OPEN SPACES VERTICALLY
NEW PERSPECTIVES THROUGH 

VErTICaL Open SpAcEs

Thinking about verticality – A change of perspective expands space and opens up for new points of view. 
This change also enables a new way of thinking about the future of urban open spaces. Because if we ex-
pand horizontal open spaces into verticality, we find new and inspiring perspectives. Considering urgent so-
cial problems and climatic challenges worldwide, these new approaches are more necessary than ever: How 
do we want to live together in the city of the future? We need to find new answers – especially spatial ones.

The basis of this design-based doctoral project is the consideration of the relationship between verticality 
and open space – in a first step separately with their specific characteristics and in a next step in the spatial 
combination: as “vertical open space”. In a first definitory approach, a “vertical open space” is a layered, 
accessible „exterior space“ with at least two levels.

Till now, a systematic reappraisal of this type of open space has not yet been carried out. For a wider and 
conscious use of „vertical open space“ in design practice, through the professions of Landscape Architec-
ture and Architecture a specialist knowledge is essential. The design-based doctoral project aims at closing 
this gap and providing an overview of specific features of „vertical open spaces“ in addition to basic prin-
ciples such as categorization and definition. This knowledge will and has been acquired through the elab-
oration of a thematic approach, analyses of own design projects and built examples through case studies, 
test designs and also through the consideration of history.
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